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(ii) The propeller control system
functionality is not adversely affected
by the declared environmental
conditions, including temperature,
electromagnetic interference (EMI), high
intensity radiated fields (HIRF) and
lightning. The environmental limits to
which the system has been satisfactorily
validated must be documented in the
appropriate propeller manuals.

(iii) A method is provided to indicate
that an operating mode change has
occurred if flight crew action is
required. In such an event, operating
instructions must be provided in the
appropriate manuals.

(2) The propeller control system must
be designed and constructed so that, in
addition to compliance with paragraph
(b), Safety analysis:

(i) A level of integrity consistent with
the intended aircraft is achieved.

(ii) A single failure or malfunction of
electrical or electronic components in
the control system does not cause a
hazardous propeller effect.

(iii) Failures or malfunctions directly
affecting the propeller control system in
a typical aircraft, such as structural
failures of attachments to the control,
fire, or overheat, do not lead to a
hazardous propeller effect.

(iv) The loss of normal propeller pitch
control does not cause a hazardous
propeller effect under the intended
operating conditions.

(v) The failure or corruption of data or
signals shared across propellers does
not cause a major or hazardous
propeller effect.

(3) Electronic propeller control system
imbedded software must be designed
and implemented by a method approved
by the Administrator that is consistent
with the criticality of the performed
functions and minimizes the existence
of software errors.

(4) The propeller control system must
be designed and constructed so that the
failure or corruption of aircraft-supplied
data does not result in hazardous
propeller effects.

(5) The propeller control system must
be designed and constructed so that the
loss, interruption or abnormal
characteristic of aircraft-supplied
electrical power does not result in
hazardous propeller effects. The power
quality requirements must be described
in the appropriate manuals.

(6) The propeller control system
description, characteristics and
authority, in both normal operation and
failure conditions, and the range of
control of other controlled functions
must be specified in the appropriate
propeller manuals.

(d) Centrifugal load tests. It must be
demonstrated that a propeller,

accounting for environmental
degradation expected in service,
complies with paragraphs (d)(1), (d)(2)
and (d)(3) of these special conditions
without evidence of failure,
malfunction, or permanent deformation
that would result in a major or
hazardous propeller effect.
Environmental degradation may be
accounted for by adjustment of the loads
during the tests.

(1) The hub, blade retention system,
and counterweights must be tested for a
period of one hour to a load equivalent
to twice the maximum centrifugal load
to which the propeller would be
subjected during operation at the
maximum rated rotational speed.

(2) If appropriate, blade features
associated with transitions to the
retention system (e.g., a composite blade
bonded to a metallic retention) may be
tested either during the test required by
paragraph (d)(1) or in a separate
component test.

(3) Components used with or attached
to the propeller (e.g., spinners, de-icing
equipment, and blade erosion shields)
must be subjected to a load equivalent
to 159 percent of the maximum
centrifugal load to which the
component would be subjected during
operation at the maximum rated
rotational speed. This must be
performed by either:

(i) Testing at the required load for a
period of 30 minutes; or

(ii) Analysis based on test.
(e) Fatigue limits and evaluation. (1)

Fatigue limits must be established by
tests or analysis based on tests, for
propeller:

(i) Hubs;
(ii) Blades;
(iii) Blade retention components; and
(iv) Other components that are

affected by fatigue loads and that are
shown under paragraph (b), Safety
analysis, as having a fatigue failure
mode leading to hazardous propeller
effects.

(2) The fatigue limits must take the
following into account:

(i) All known and reasonably
foreseeable vibration and cyclic load
patterns that are expected in service;
and

(ii) Expected service deterioration,
variations in material properties,
manufacturing variations, and
environmental effects.

(3) A fatigue evaluation of the
propeller must be conducted to show
that hazardous propeller effects due to
fatigue will be avoided throughout the
intended operational life of the
propeller on either:

(i) The intended aircraft, by
complying with §§ 23.907 or 25.907 as
applicable; or

(ii) A typical aircraft.
(f) Bird impact. It must be

demonstrated, by tests or analysis based
on tests or experience on similar
designs, that the propeller is capable of
withstanding the impact of a four pound
bird at the critical location(s) and
critical flight condition(s) of the
intended aircraft without causing a
major or hazardous propeller effect.

(g) Lightning strike. It must be
demonstrated, by tests or analysis based
on tests or experience on similar
designs, that the propeller is capable of
withstanding a lightning strike without
causing a major or hazardous propeller
effect.

Issued in Burlington, Massachusetts on
June 27, 2000.
David A. Downey,
Assistant Manager, Engine and Propeller
Directorate, Aircraft Certification Service.
[FR Doc. 00–17242 Filed 7–7–00; 8:45 am]
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SUMMARY: This document adopts a new
airworthiness directive (AD) that
applies to all The New Piper Aircraft,
Inc. (Piper) PA–42 series airplanes that
are equipped with pneumatic deicing
boots. This AD requires you to revise
the Airplane Flight Manual (AFM) to
include requirements for activation of
the airframe pneumatic deicing boots.
This AD is the result of reports of in-
flight incidents and an accident (on
airplanes other than the affected Piper
airplanes) that occurred in icing
conditions where the airframe
pneumatic deicing boots were not
activated. The Piper PA–42 series
airplanes have a similar type design (as
it relates to airframe pneumatic deice
boots) to the incident and accident
airplanes. The actions specified by this
AD are intended to assure that flight
crews activate the pneumatic wing and
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tail deicing boots at the first signs of ice
accumulation. This action will prevent
reduced controllability of the aircraft
due to adverse aerodynamic effects of
ice adhering to the airplane prior to the
first deicing cycle.
EFFECTIVE DATE: This AD becomes
effective on August 21, 2000.
ADDRESSES: You may examine
information related to this AD at the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA),
Central Region, Office of the Regional
Counsel, Attention: Rules Docket No.
2000–CE–20–AD, 901 Locust, Room
506, Kansas City, Missouri 64106.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: S.M.
Nagarajan, Aerospace Engineer, FAA,
Small Airplane Directorate, 901 Locust,
Room 301, Kansas City, Missouri 64106;
telephone: (816) 329–4145; facsimile:
(816) 329–4090.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Events Leading to the Issuance of This
AD

What caused this AD?
This AD is the result of reports of in-

flight incidents and an accident (on
airplanes other than the affected Piper
airplanes) that occurred in icing
conditions where the airframe
pneumatic deicing boots were not
activated. The Piper PA–42 series
airplanes have a similar type design (as
it relates to airframe pneumatic deice
boots) to the incident and accident
airplanes.

What is the potential impact if the
FAA took no action? The information
necessary to activate the pneumatic
wing and tail deicing boots at the first
signs of ice accumulation is critical for
flight in icing conditions. If we did not
take action to include this information,
flight crews could experience reduced
controllability of the aircraft due to
adverse aerodynamic effects of ice
adhering to the airplane prior to the first
deicing cycle.

Has FAA taken any action to this
point? We issued a proposal to amend
part 39 of the Federal Aviation
Regulations (14 CFR part 39) to include
an AD that would apply to all Piper PA–
42 series airplanes that are equipped
with pneumatic deicing boots. This
proposal was published in the Federal
Register as a notice of proposed
rulemaking (NPRM) on March 30, 2000
(65 FR 16845). The NPRM proposed to
require revising the Limitations Section
of the AFM to include requirements for
activating the pneumatic deicing boots
at the first indication of ice
accumulation on the airplane.

Was the public invited to comment?
Interested persons were afforded an
opportunity to participate in the making

of this amendment. No comments were
received on the proposed rule or the
FAA’s determination of the cost to the
public.

What is FAA’s Final Determination on
this Issue? After careful review of all
available information related to the
subject presented above, we have
determined that air safety and the
public interest require the adoption of
the rule as proposed except for minor
editorial corrections. We determined
that these minor corrections:

—will not change the meaning of the
AD; and

—will not add any additional burden
upon the public than was already
proposed.

Cost Impact

How many airplanes does this AD
impact? We estimate that this AD affects
120 airplanes in the U.S. registry.

What is the cost impact of the affected
airplanes on the U.S. Register? There is
no dollar cost impact. We estimate 1
workhour for you to insert the AFM
revision. You can accomplish this
action if you hold at least a private pilot
certificate as authorized by § 43.7 of the
Federal Aviation Regulations (14 CFR
43.7). You must make an entry into the
aircraft records that shows compliance
with this AD, in accordance with § 43.9
of the Federal Aviation Regulations (14
CFR 43.9). The only cost impact of this
AD is the time it will take you to insert
the information into the AFM.

Regulatory Impact

The regulations adopted herein will
not have a substantial direct effect on
the States, on the relationship between
the national government and the States,
or on the distribution of power and
responsibilities among the various
levels of government. Therefore, it is
determined that this final rule does not
have federalism implications under
Executive Order 13132.

For the reasons discussed above, I
certify that this action: (1) Is not a
‘‘significant regulatory action’’ under
Executive Order 12866; (2) is not a
‘‘significant rule’’ under DOT
Regulatory Policies and Procedures (44
FR 11034, February 26, 1979); and (3)
will not have a significant economic
impact, positive or negative, on a
substantial number of small entities
under the criteria of the Regulatory
Flexibility Act. A copy of the final
evaluation prepared for this action is
contained in the Rules Docket. A copy
of it may be obtained by contacting the
Rules Docket at the location provided
under the caption ADDRESSES.

List of Subjects in 14 CFR Part 39
Air transportation, Aircraft, Aviation

safety, Safety.

Adoption of the Amendment

Accordingly, under the authority
delegated to me by the Administrator,
the Federal Aviation Administration
amends part 39 of the Federal Aviation
Regulations (14 CFR part 39) as follows:

PART 39—AIRWORTHINESS
DIRECTIVES

1. The authority citation for part 39
continues to read as follows:

Authority: 49 U.S.C. 106(g), 40113, 44701.

§ 39.13 [Amended]

2. Section 39.13 is amended by
adding a new airworthiness directive
(AD) to read as follows:
2000–14–08 The New Piper Aircraft, Inc.:

Amendment 39–11817; Docket No.
2000–CE–20–AD.

(a) What airplanes are affected by this AD?
Models PA–42, PA–42–720, PA–42–720R,
and PA–42–1000 airplanes, all serial
numbers, that are:

(1) equipped with pneumatic deicing
boots; and

(2) certificated in any category.
(b) Who must comply with this AD?

Anyone who wishes to operate any of the
above airplanes on the U.S. Register must
comply with this AD. The AD does not apply
to your airplane if it is not equipped with
pneumatic de-icing boots.

(c) What problem does this AD address?
The information necessary to activate the
pneumatic wing and tail deicing boots at the
first signs of ice accumulation is critical for
flight in icing conditions. If we did not take
action to include this information, flight
crews could experience reduced
controllability of the aircraft due to adverse
aerodynamic effects of ice adhering to the
airplane prior to the first deicing cycle.

(d) What must I do to address this
problem? To address this problem, you must
revise the Limitations Section of the FAA-
approved Airplane Flight Manual (AFM) to
include the following requirements for
activation of the ice protection systems. You
must accomplish this action within the next
10 calendar days after August 21, 2000 (the
effective date of this AD), unless already
accomplished. You may insert a copy of this
AD in the AFM to accomplish this action:

‘‘• Except for certain phases of flight
where the AFM specifies that deicing boots
should not be used (e.g., take-off, final
approach, and landing), compliance with the
following is required.

• Wing and Tail Leading Edge Pneumatic
Deicing Boot System, if installed, must be
activated:

—At the first sign of ice formation
anywhere on the aircraft, or upon
annunciation from an ice detector system,
whichever occurs first; and

—The system must either be continued to
be operated in the automatic cycling mode,
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if available; or the system must be manually
cycled as needed to minimize the ice
accretions on the airframe.

• The wing and tail leading edge
pneumatic deicing boot system may be
deactivated only after:

—leaving known or observed/detected
icing that the flight crew has visually
observed on the aircraft or was identified by
the on-board sensors; and

—after the airplane is determined to be
clear of ice.’’

Note: The FAA recommends periodic
treatment of deicing boots with approved ice
release agents, such as ICEX,TM in
accordance with the manufacturer’s
application instructions.

(e) Can the pilot accomplish the action?
Anyone who holds at least a private pilot
certificate, as authorized by section 43.7 of
the Federal Aviation Regulations (14 CFR
43.7), may incorporate the AFM revisions
required by this AD. You must make an entry
into the aircraft records that shows
compliance with this AD, in accordance with
section 43.9 of the Federal Aviation
Regulations (14 CFR 43.9).

(f) Can I comply with this AD in any other
way? You may use an alternative method of
compliance or adjust the compliance time if:

(1) Your alternative method of compliance
provides an equivalent level of safety; and

(2) The Manager, Small Airplane
Directorate, approves your alternative.
Submit your request through an FAA
Principal Maintenance Inspector, who may
add comments and then send it to the
Manager, Small Airplane Directorate, 901
Locust, Room 301, Kansas City, Missouri
64106.

Note: This AD applies to each airplane
identified in paragraph (a) of this AD,
regardless of whether it has been modified,
altered, or repaired in the area subject to the
requirements of this AD. For airplanes that
have been modified, altered, or repaired so
that the performance of the requirements of
this AD is affected, the owner/operator must
request approval for an alternative method of
compliance in accordance with paragraph (f)
of this AD. The request should include an
assessment of the effect of the modification,
alteration, or repair on the unsafe condition
addressed by this AD; and, if you have not
eliminated the unsafe condition, specific
actions you propose to address it.

(g) Where can I get information about any
already-approved alternative methods of
compliance? Contact S.M. Nagarajan,
Aerospace Engineer, FAA, Small Airplane
Directorate, 901 Locust, Room 301, Kansas
City, Missouri 64106; telephone: (816) 329–
4145; facsimile: (816) 329–4090.

(h) What if I need to fly the airplane to
another location to comply with this AD? The
FAA can issue a special flight permit under
sections 21.197 and 21.199 of the Federal
Aviation Regulations (14 CFR 21.197 and
21.199) to operate your airplane to a location
where you can accomplish the requirements
of this AD.

(i) When does this amendment become
effective? This amendment becomes effective
on August 21, 2000.

Issued in Kansas City, Missouri, on July 3,
2000.
Marvin R. Nuss,
Acting Manager, Small Airplane Directorate,
Aircraft Certification Service.
[FR Doc. 00–17295 Filed 7–7–00; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 4910–13–U
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20 CFR Parts 404 and 416

RIN 0960–AF20

Administrative Procedure for Imposing
Penalties for False or Misleading
Statements

AGENCY: Social Security Administration
(SSA).
ACTION: Interim final rules with a
request for comments.

SUMMARY: We are issuing these interim
final rules to reflect and implement
section 207 of the Foster Care
Independence Act of 1999 (Public Law
(Pub. L.) 106–169). This provision
amended the Social Security Act (the
Act) by adding a new section 1129A
which provides for the imposition by
SSA of a penalty on any person who
knowingly (knew or should have known
or acted with knowing disregard for the
truth) makes a statement that is false or
misleading or omits a material fact for
use in determining any right to or the
amount of monthly benefits under titles
II or XVI. The penalty is nonpayment for
a specified number of months of
benefits under title II that would
otherwise be payable to the person and
ineligibility for cash benefits under title
XVI (including State supplementary
payments made by SSA according to
§ 416.2005).

Although we are issuing these rules as
interim final rules, we are also asking
for public comments on the changes
made by these rules.
DATES: These regulations are effective
July 10, 2000. To be sure your
comments are considered, we must
receive them by September 8, 2000.
ADDRESSES: Comments should be
submitted in writing to the
Commissioner of Social Security, P.O.
Box 17703, Baltimore, MD 21235–7703,
sent by telefax to (410) 966–2830, sent
by E-mail to ‘‘regulations@ssa.gov,’’ or
delivered to the Office of Process and
Innovation Management, Social Security
Administration, L2109 West Low Rise
Building, 6401 Security Boulevard,
Baltimore, MD 21235–6401, between 8
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on regular business
days. Comments may be inspected
during these hours by making

arrangements with the contact person
shown below.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Gareth Dence, Social Insurance
Specialist, Office of Program Benefits,
Social Security Administration, 6401
Security Boulevard, Baltimore, MD
21235–6401, (410) 965–9872 or TTY
(410) 966–5609. For information on
eligibility, claiming benefits, or coverage
of earnings, call our national toll-free
number, 1–800–772–1213 or TTY 1–
800–325–0778.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background

Section 207 of the Foster Care
Independence Act of 1999 (Pub. L. 106–
169) amended title XI of the Act by
adding section 1129A to help prevent
and respond to fraud and abuse in
SSA’s programs and operations. Section
1129A provides for the imposition by
SSA of a penalty on an individual who
makes, or causes to be made, a
statement or representation of a material
fact that the person knows or should
know is false or misleading or omits a
material fact, or that the person makes
with a knowing disregard for the truth.
The statement must be made for use in
determining eligibility for or the amount
of benefits under title II or XVI. The
penalty is nonpayment for 6, 12 or 24
months of benefits under title II that
would otherwise be payable to the
person and ineligibility for the same
period of time for cash benefits under
title XVI (including State supplementary
payments made by SSA according to
§ 416.2005).

Section 207 of Pub. L. 106–169 directs
the Commissioner of Social Security to
develop rules prescribing the
administrative process for making
determinations under section 1129A,
including when periods of penalty shall
commence, and providing guidance on
the exercise of discretion as to whether
the penalty should be imposed in
particular cases. Consequently, we are
adding new rules at §§ 404.459 and
416.1340 to reflect and implement
section 1129A.

Section 1129A of the Act applies to
statements and representations made on
or after December 14, 1999, the date of
enactment of the Foster Care
Independence Act of 1999.

Explanation of Changes

We are adding new §§ 404.459 and
416.1340 to our regulations. The
organization and wording of these two
sections are essentially identical. These
sections make it clear, and as Congress
provided, that if an individual
knowingly (knew or should have known
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